MACROECONOMIC STRATEGIES 2018

Class (1/31) Lecture 1: The U.S. Tax Cut, Elixir for Global Boom?

Class (2/7) Lecture 2: Accounting ABC’s/ Debt/Leverage/and Asset Prices
Hanna and Hal, M.I.T. Study/Gianakopulos

Class (2/14) Lecture 3: Linking Macroeconomic Barometers
Okun’s Law/Phillips curve/multipliers/elasticities

Class (2/21) Lecture 4: Long Term Sustainable Growth

Class (2/28) Lecture 5: A Macro Model without Finance

Class (3/7) EXAM # 1

Class (3/14) Lecture 6: Interest rates
Samuelson OLG/Wright & Barbera: real rates and real GDP

Class (3/21) SPRING BREAK: THE COST OF CAPITALISM, R. J. Barbera

Class (3/28) Lecture 7: The World of Finance, Fixed income

Class (4/4) Lecture 8: Equities

Class (4/11) Lecture 9: A Theory of Investment Demand
An Expanded Loanable Funds Model

Class (4/18) Lecture 10: Embracing the Minsky Model

Class (4/27) Lecture 11: Evolving Macro Theories, Disparate Confounding Dynamics,

Class (5/2) EXAM # 2